1972 BMW Motorcycles R75/5
West Gosford, 07 April

Lot sold
Year of manufacture
Mileage

Condition
1972
91 943 mi /
147 968 km

Used

Location
Motorcycle type
Colour

Street
Black

Description
1972 BMW R75/5
Year: 1972
Make: BMW
Model: R75/5
Body: Motorcycle
Odometer: Indicating 91,943miles
Engine: Boxer Twin
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Black
Description/extras:
- Quality German engineering
- Retro Classic
- Fantastic original condition
BMW had been building cars since 1923 after producing aircraft engines starting in 1916. The brand
first provided engines for other companies motorbikes before seeing the profitability of building bikes
themselves.
A long line of successful motor bikes followed, and the company had several first for the industry
including hydraulically damped telescopic forks.
From 1970 BMW introduced a revamped product line with completely redesigned engines available
in 500cc,600cc and 750cc's.
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A flat twin layout offered a low centre of gravity and with the /5 a longer swingarm improving
handling.
The /5 models were short-lived getting replaced in 1974 this relatively short model run makes the
R75/5 a rare and collectable piece.
This bike is in nice original condition painted in jet gloss black with beautiful chrome and stainless.
A fantastic example of a retro classic bike that's ready to ride, a must for any serious bike collector.
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1667
GCCMBIK

Lloyds Auctions

Title Mr
First name Alan
Last name Jones
69 Manchester Rd
Carrara 4211 Queensland
Australia
Phone +61 7 5559 1999
http://www.lloydsonline.com.au/AuctionLots.aspx
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